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UNITARY MEASURES ON LCA GROUPS
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LAWRENCE CORWIN

ABSTRACT.  A unitary measure on a locally compact Abelian (LCA) group G

is a complex measure whose Fourier transform is of absolute value 1 everywhere.

The problem of finding all such measures is known to be closely related to that

of finding all invertible measures on  G.   In this paper, we find all unitary mea-

sures when  G is the circle or a discrete group.   If G is a torsion-free discrete

group, the characterization generalizes a theorem of Bohr.

1. Introduction.   Let G be a locally compact group, and let p be a finite

(complex-valued)regular Borel measure on G.  Define p* by pT*(E) = p(E~ ) for

all Borel sets E. We call p unitary if p^ = p_1 (i.e., p^*p = p*p'u = r5p). If G

is Abelian, this condition is equivalent to saying that  \p(8)\ = 1 for every yfT,

the dual group of G.

We investigate the problem of finding all unitary measures on a locally com-

pact Abelian group.  The key tools are results of J. Taylor [7] and the Arens-Roy-

den theorem (one form of which is given as Proposition 4.1 of [7]). We obtain com-

plete results when G is discrete (Theorem 5); in the particular case where G is

also torsion-free, the answer has a nicer form (Theorem 4), and this result general-

izes a theorem of Bohr [l]. We also obtain all unitary measures on the circle group

T; this was the original aim of the paper.   In view of Corollaries 4.6 and 4.7 of

[7], these results give characterizations of the measures in 5IKG)x, the multiplica-

tive group of invertible measures on G, when G is one of the above groups.

Before getting down to serious work, we make a few preliminary remarks.  If

p is unitary, write p = p, + p , where p, is discrete and pc  is continuous. Then

(see [2]) pd is also unitary, and so p = p , * (8   + p  *   "^).  Thus classifying the

unitary measures amounts to classifying the discrete ones and those which are

(continuous + 8 )•  We call the latter continuous unitary measures.

Next, if v is a measure on v satisfying v   =-v (for Abelian G, this «=» v

is purely imaginary), then exp v = 8e + v + (v * v)/2\ +• • • is unitary.     (Conversely,

if exp v is unitary, then v   = -v.)  Unitary measures of this form are precise-

ly the ones lying in the connected component of the identity of m(G) •• We gener-
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ally regard these measures as trivial and look for others. Corollaries 4.6 and 4.7

of [7] show that if p e %(GY, then 3 a measure vQ « ¡We) such that (exp vQ)A.y)

m \u(y)\, Vy e r, it is this result that makes the problem of classifying unitary

measures equivalent to the problem of classifying elements of DlKGr.

I am indebted to the referee for many helpful comments and suggestions. I

would also like to thank Professors W. Massey and A. Gleason for some useful

conversations.

2. Continuous unitary measures. The main purpose of this section is to prove

the following theorem for T.

Theorem 1. // p. is a continuous unitary measure on T, p = exp v for some

continuous v.

Proof. Theorem 3 of [7] says that there are measures /*,»•••»/*„» vQe MT),

topologies J, »• • • » 'S   on T (all at least as fine as the usual topology, and all

making T into a locally compact group), and complex numbers Aj,« • •, A^ such

that p.-XS    is absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure on (T, 3".)

and p = px *... *pn *exp(vQ). But the only topologies on T satisfying the con-

dition are the usual one and the discrete topology.( ) Hence p = p1 *P2 *exp(uQ),

where /ij is discrete and p2 -X28e is absolutely continuous.  Write vQ = v. +v2,

where v1 is discrete and v2 is continuous; then p = (pi *exp v )* (p   * exp v2);

the first expression in parentheses is a discrete measure, and the second is (ex-

cept for a multiple of 8g) continuous.  As p-8    is continuous, the first term

must be a multiple of 8g.

We have reduced the theorem to the following:  If p is unitary and p — 8    is

absolutely continuous, then p = exp v fot some continuous v. In fact, one can

even pick v absolutely continuous, as we shall see. We work in £Ht) © CS ;

it suffices to show that  p is in the connected component of 8e in Mt)*-. If ¡Km)

4 —1, Vr?2, then 8   + t(p— 8 ) never has zero transform, and hence is invertible

for all t.  In general, lim^^ ßAk) = 0; hence p is -1 on a finite set. Suppose

p(k) = -l fot & = 2721,...,2?2;, let a be the measure given by da(z)= i(zml+...+zml)dz

(dz = Harr measure).   Then (//, + to)~(k) = p(k) except for k = 222 , • •., 222,; at those

points, (ft + to)"(k) = -1 + it.   Hence p and p+a ate connected by a line of in-

vertible measures  and, as in the first part, p + a is in the connected component

of 8g.  That proves the theorem.

The last part of the proof gives the following result.

(!) This follows from structure theory. Another proof: If G = (T, J), then the iden-

tity map of G —» T gives (by duality) a dense map of Z into G. Hence G is monothetic.

All monothetic groups aré Z or compact [5, Theorem 2.3.2]; hence G is T or discrete.
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Corollary 1. Suppose that G is compact. Then if p = 8g + p0 is unitary and

p0 is absolutely continuous, p = exp v for some absolutely continuous v.

The argument is the same as above. Suppose p =-1 at y^'^'tYp one lets

doix) = 2'(yj(x) + •••+- y,(x))dx and teasons the same way. (The set where p = -1

is finite because p0 is 0 at oo.)

The argument of the first half of the theorem reduces the problem for general

Abelian G to finding absolutely continuous unitary measures on various other

groups (viz., G with finer topologies).   But that still leaves a good deal of work

in most cases.

A similar attack does, however, work in at least one other case.

Theorem 2. 1/ p is a unitary measure on a discrete torsion group G, then

p = ev for some v £ JIKg).

Proof. Since |p| = 1 and Y is totally disconnected, "pAy) = ea(y' for some

continuous function a.  Now the Arens-Royden theorem says that p= exp(v) for

some v £ 311(G).

3. Delta measures; unitary measures on torsion-free discrete groups. Theo-

rem 2 implies that if z £ T is of finite order, then 8g, the point mass at z with

mass 1, is of the form exp(v).  Here is a converse.

Theorem 3. If z £ T has infinite order, then 8g 4 exp(i/) for any measure v.

Proof. Let z = eld.  Then S~(a)= e"'n0; if, therefore, exr>(v) = 8z, then

v(n) =-ind+2mk ,k   £ Z.   Let K = III/II, so that K > |2a&   - n8\, and let p be an
B       B - M     " —  ' B ' *

integer > K.   Let y = e~l   'p.   Then exp(v/p) *8    has a Fourier-Stieltjes trans-

form whose range consists of pth roots of unity.   Let the roots be ct)j,. « •, co.;

then the set S. on which the transform is co. is, according to results on idempo-

tent measures (see, e.g., [5, p. 61 ff.]), a union of arithmetic progressions (with

finitely many exceptions ).  The idea in what follows is that the irrationality of

8/tt makes it impossible for the S. to be so orderly.

Let N be large enough so that the variations in the progressions have been

ironed out by then; pick S. so that it contains an infinite arithmetic progression,

with common difference r, say. Since \2nkn - nd\ < K, we have (nd - K)/2n <

kn < (nd + K)/2n-.

Replace a by a +- mr; we get

(n + mr)8-K^, ^(n + mr)8+K mr8-2K^, ,   „ mrd + 2K
-< k        <-,    or    -_        < k        — k   <-.

2jt -   22+222r- 2a 2a     -   n+mr      n~       2a

But kn - kn+mr is a multiple of p; thus there is a multiple of p between

(mrd - 2K)/2tt and (mrd + 2K)/2rr, Wm.  That means that for all 222, there is an
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integer between (mrd - 2K)/2np and (mrÖ + 2K)/2np, orthat -mr6/2np is congru-

ent (mod 1) to a number between -2K/2np > -1/rr and 2K/2rrp < 1/n-. As mrd/2np

is irrational, this is impossible; in fact, the numbers -mrB/2rtp are dense.

Corollary 2. // G is any locally compact group and x e G has infinite order,

then 8    is not an exponential.

Proof. We may as well assume that G is discrete, since if 8x = exp v and

v = fj + v2, with Vj discrete and v2 continuous, then 8x = exp t>j also.  As T

is divisible, we can extend the map a : 72X   h» e'n to a homomorphism (also called

a) of G into T.   If 8   = exp(f), then it is easily checked that 8 , .= exp (a v),

where axAE) = Aa~ (E)). But Theorem 3 makes this impossible.

Theorem 3 makes it possible to find all the unitary measures on any torsion-

free discrete group.

Theorem 4. Let G be discrete and torsion-free.   Then every unitary measure

p on G is of the form 8   *exp v, for some x e G and some measure v on G with

v   = -v; moreover, x is uniquely determined by p.

Proof. It suffices to show that any function / : V —* C    is homotopic to a

character X   : y H»  (x, y), x e G.   For then we can choose x e G such that

p • X_x is homotopic to the trivial map. Since X_x = ô"2x, we can use Arens-

Royden to show that p *8_x = exp(v) fot some v, and the theorem follows.   The

uniqueness of x follows from Theorem 3.

Now we prove the homotopy result.  Since F is compact, we can use Stone-

Weierstrass to approximate / by a finite linear combination of characters, / *

2y =1 a,X* • = «' say» so that II/- «IL < ^ infrer|/(y)|- Then / and g are homo-

topic.  Le£ ro be the intersection of the kernels of the xx :• Then g is constant

on ro-cosets, and therefore we can define g  on lYI"1,, by g"(*ro) = g(x).   (T/r^)"

is the group generated by the x. : therefore T/Tg is isomorphic to a torus.   But it

is well known   (see, e.g., [3, Theorem II. 7.1]) that the characters of Tm represent

the homotopy classes of maps on Tm; hence g is homotopic to a character X °f

r/rn.   Pull X back to T, getting x> tnen g and X are homotopic, as desired.

A corollary of the proof is

Corollary 3. // T is a connected compact group, then H (T, Z) = G.   (The

cohomology is Cech cobomology.)

Proof. From [4], H (T, Z) S group of homotopy classes of maps from Y to

T.  Since T is connected, G is torsion-free [5, Theorem 2.5.6]; the last part of

the above proof does the rest.  (The result is dual to one of Steenrod's:  HAG, T)

at G.  See [6, Theorem 15]).
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4. Unitary measures on arbitrary discrete groups and T. We have still not

solved the problem of finding the unitary measures on T¿, since Trf has torsion

elements.  The following example shows that we can actually find other unitary

measures besides S-measures * exponentials.

Let zQ£ T have infinite order, and let p = Vi(8l + 8z   + 8_j - <5_    ).  Then

if a is even, ?(«)= Htt +z~n +-(-l)-'I-(-z0)-',)=l, while if a is odd, p(a) =

zT". Suppose now that p = 8z   *exp(v) for some z£T and some measure v.

Then p *°>x-1 = exp(i/). Let pQ = V2(p *8 _x) *(Sj + 8_j), pl = lA(p. *8 _,) *

(&,-«_,). Vhen *» *»

/*0 + fii=P*8 _j,    and   p0(a) =

[(p *8 _j) (a),   a even,

'0,    a odd.

Let a: T -» T take z (-» z2, and let a* = p o a.  Then p*0(n) = pQ(2a) = z2n;

also, p0(22î) = exp i>(2a) = exp v * (a).  Hence 8 _2 = pQ = exp(i/*).  It follows

that z, has finite order in T.

On the other hand,

Í(p.*8 .,) (a) = (z^ô1)",    a odd,
zl

0,   a even,

and z2 = ZjZq   has infinite order.  Also, Pj(«) = exp v(a) whenever a is odd.

We can now use the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3 to get a contra-

diction.  Let z2 = el t and define K, p, and y as in Theorem 3.  Then exp v/p

*8   *1A(8. — S_j) has a Fourier-Stieltjes transform whose range consists of pth

roots of unity and 0; the value is 0 on 2Z.  Define the S. as in Theorem 3, and

the rest of the argument in Theorem 3 goes through.   It follows that p is not a

point measure convolved with an exponential.

What this argument says is that Theorem 4 is false for G = Z © Z/2Z.   (G is

embedded in T as zQZ © {-1, H.)  Then T a T © Z/2Z; p is 1 on one circle

and z on the other.  This construction generalizes.

Let G be any discrete group, and let G. be a finite subgroup (of order a,

say).  Then Tj = Gj  is of index a;  let Tj, l"^,..«, T   be the cosets.  Let o\,

0"2,. « «, a   be the idempotent measures whose Fourier-Stieltjes transforms are the

characteristic functions of rj,." , r   respectively.   LetXj,...,x    be elements

of G, and let v be a measure on G with v~ = -m. Then u = (2? ,8    * a.) *

exp 1/ is unitary.

Theorem 5.   Every unitary measure on a discrete group G arises in this way.
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Proof. Let p. be a unitary measure.  As in Theorem 3, it suffices to show

that p. and p ate homotopic for some p = C£? . 8X  *o\) *exp(f). Again, as in

Theorem 3, p.  is homotopic toa linear combination of finitely many characters:

û,~ 271 , a .y    = /, say.  Let rn be the common kernel of Yv .« • •, Yv   ; / gives
_l J -L     J   yj u *\ *m

f on r/rQ.  We may assume from now on that YQ = {1}, since from now on every-

thing will be constant on Tg-cosets.  Note that / is the transform of a measure;

thus f~1ßl = (exp vQ)~

Given our assumption, G is generated by y,»- •• » ym; hence C = Z*8 Gj,

where G, is finite of order n.   Thus T,»•••»T   are k-toti.  Hence there are ele-
1 1 72

ments x. »• • •, x    such that Y  . and / are homotopic on f..   It follows that if
i    y ^

p0 = 2?_j 8x  * o , then p7 f is homotopic to the trivial map on each component.

Hence p.7 / = (exp v.)", and the theorem follows.

In the case of T., G. is necessarily cyclic.  A more careful analysis along

the lines of the example shows that if one picks m as small as possible, then

each x. is determined modulo the torsion group of T..

Theorems 1 and 5 together determine all the unitary measures on T.  As noted

earlier, they also determine all the connected components of JI¡(T)x. We state the

result here for completeness.

Corollary 4.  Let p be an invertible measure on T.  Then there are an integer

m, elements z.,'",z    e T, and a measure v on T suchtbat p = exp(v) *

(£m ,8    *a    .), where a    . is the idempotent measure on T whose Fourier-
2=1    Zj       m,j m,j

Stieltjes transform is 1 on mL + j and 0 elsewhere.   If p is unitary, p can be

expressed in the same form, but with v   = —v.
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